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Hello writer friend!
 

 

Need a little refreshing break from all the words? I mean, who doesn't, right?! It's

okay to step away from your story to recharge. There's no rule that says you have

to stay glued to your chair/couch for hours and hours and hours. 

 

As someone who once went on a 15,000-words-in-one-day marathon, you're

allowed to take a breather.

 

I've curated a little list of things to help keep your work/life balance in check. 

 

Yeah, about that 15K word day....that's a story for another time. ;) 

xo,
Lynn
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1. Have a glass of your favorite drink next to you (coffee? tea? juice?)

to start your day. Pro tip: Keep water with you at all times. Studies

have shown drinking water increases productivity. Stay hydrated,

my friend. 

2.

3.

Keep your work zone distraction free. At least, try to. Some writers

need to Google stuff while writing (me included). Just try not fall

down the rabbit hole of social media.  

4.

Schedule in regular breaks. Writing all day and only signing off when

it's time for dinner (um, yeah, don't forget to eat please) isn't only bad

for your mental health, it'll lead to poor quality of writing. Walk away,

listen to some music, run up and down the stairs, do cartwheels in

the yard...you get the idea. Your story/novel/blog will thank you. 

Phone a friend: Whether it's for inspiration, boredom or you just feel

like having some company, calling up a friend can be helpful, even if

it's just a 5 minute check in



Here are a few affirmations to keep you going. I believe in you.

You've got this. 

⭐ The fact that you want it is enough.

⭐ Your writing is worthy to be shared and adored

⭐ You are a powerhouse writer

⭐ The world needs your story

⭐ You were born to share your gifts with the world

Remember This
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I'm the proud creator of sexy,

emotional and captivating stories.

My debut trilogy, The Breathless

Series, has been read all over the

world, drawing readers in with

realistic, relatable characters and a

hard-to-put-down storyline.

 

My career is filled with all types of

writing; from press releases and

promotional materials to scripts for

live TV news. In my years of

experience, I've trained new writers

right out of college and given

refreshers to people getting back

into the industry.

 

For me, writing is a calling. Writing

is a way to express the deepest

parts of who you are. 

About Lynn
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